
History on PFF’s current considerations around yearly meeting concerns 
and possible formation of a yearly meeting and association

* Summer 2009:  PFF Representative body takes up the question of whether PFF 
would benefit by becoming a yearly meeting; Appointments an ad hoc committee to 
carry this concern 

* September, 2009: A message is sent to all PFF MM/WG asking for response to a set 
of queries on yearly meeting and its meaning, benefits and challenges

* February, 2010:  Ad hoc committee presents initial report on findings to PFF 
representative body

* March, 2010:  A report on responses to the Queries on PFF becoming a yearly 
meeting affiliated w/FGC was presented at annual PFF meeting (attached) 

 PFF representative body appoints an ad hoc committee on yearly meeting 
concerns to recommend a way forward on recommendations in the report

* August, 2010 PFF representative body minutes support for the ad hoc committee’s 
recommendation to: take under its care the exploration of forming PFF as a yearly 
meeting and association.  

* November, 2010:  PFF representative body minutes support for the ad hoc 
committee’s recommendation to hold a gathering of PFF MM/WG representatives 
and others within PFF who are interested for the purpose (benefit) of a wider 
consideration of representative body’s preliminary exploration of forming PFF as a 
yearly meeting and association. 

* February 27, 2011: Called meeting of PFF MM/WG representatives is held at New 
Garden Friends for the purpose of having a wider consideration within PFF of 
preliminary explorations around forming PFF as a yearly meeting and association. 

* March, 2011:  Ad hoc committee presents report from February 27th called 
meeting to PFF Annual Meeting.  Representative body asks ad hoc committee to 
prepare a concrete proposal for a yearly meeting for distribution and consideration 
by PFF monthly meetings and worship groups. (Report attached)

* Summer/Fall, 2011:  ad hoc committee on yearly meeting concerns prepares and 
seasons PFF Yearly Meeting proposal (attached)

* December, 2011:   Ad hoc committee sends message to clerks of PFF monthly 
meetings and worship groups notifying them of forthcoming proposal in January

* March, 2012:  PFF annual meeting for business asked the ad hoc committee to 
post the relevant documents related to yearly meeting consideration in order that 
individuals as well as meetings would have opportunity to respond to the yearly 
meeting proposal as led.


